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Itron Mobile
Mobile Data Collection Simplified



BENEFITS

Flexible 
Itron Mobile provides unrivaled flexibility, allowing you to choose  
the best devices available for your employees. The Itron Mobile 
application can be used on Android™ smartphones and tablets,  
Apple® iOS (iPhone® and iPad®), or tablets and laptops running 
Microsoft® Windows 10. By providing utilities with a variety of 
choices, including mobile devices already in the hands of 
employees, Itron Mobile provides unmatched flexibility and choice. 

Safe 
Itron Mobile is designed to get your employees to the meter as 
safely as possible. Employees can be alerted if hazardous 
conditions exist that need attention with an audible and vibration 
alert. Itron Mobile also keeps employees safe, thereby avoiding 
injury and reducing lost work time, ultimately leading to increased 
productivity and reduced costs.   

Efficient
Mapping is available on any device to help provide your employees 
with access to meters as quickly as possible. Meters are displayed 
on the map using icons that reflect the priority and status of each 
meter. When needed, employees can find the fastest path to the 
meter using driving or walking directions provided through the app. 
Freeform messages can be created quickly using voice to text.  

Connected
Itron Mobile allows the mobile workforce to be connected 
continuously while in the field. Routes, work orders, meter reads 
and other data are maintained in the Field Collection System 
(FCS) database. Data synchronization uses any Internet connection 
(cellular, Wi-Fi, or Ethernet) from anywhere the mobile employee 
has network connectivity: at home, in the office or in the field. 

Affordable
Itron Mobile provides the broadest possible choice of low-cost 
mobile devices, reduced injuries, reduced travel time and lost time 
searching for meters. This combination of features reduces 
operating costs and makes Itron Mobile the affordable data 
collection solution for your workforce.   

Itron Mobile is a meter data collection solution designed to transform the way you handle meter reading today. 
Itron Mobile enables you to get the most value, productivity and efficiency from your mobile workforce while also 
enhancing employee safety. Itron Mobile provides meter reading on the device of your choice along with other 
mobile data collection tools in a flexible, affordable and powerful system. 



DATA COLLECTION FEATURES

Itron Mobile provides a variety of data 
collection methods including manual data 
entry for visual reads plus walk-by and 
drive-by automated meter reading (AMR), 
all in a single application. With every read 
collected, Itron Mobile also records the 
reading validation status, user ID, date,  
time and GPS coordinates. Data is stored 
instantly and safely using device memory 
and periodically sent to the company data 
center using Itron cloud communications. 

Itron Mobile provides a variety of other data 
collection tools to allow you to get the most 
value from your mobile field workforce of 
meter readers, field service technicians and 
contractors. Anyone with a mobile device 
can collect meter reads and information 
about company assets, and perform a 
variety of other field service activities 
needed by the utility. 

Visual Meter Reading

At the heart of Itron Mobile is visual meter 
reading, based on Itron’s 40 years of 
experience developing these systems. 
You can configure the app to display  
the most valuable information to ensure 
employee safety and efficiency. Efficiency  
is maximized by minimizing the number of 
keystrokes to enter each meter read and  
by allowing data entry through voice to text.

Itron Mobile uses a robust read-validation 
process to provide an accurate and certified 
read to the utility. To accommodate a wide 
variety of consumers, meters and meter-
reading types, the utility can configure the 
high- and low-reading limits, account status 
and select alternative validation processes 
for special types of reads such as demand. 
The utility can configure and require 

additional tasks when a visual read does not 
pass validation. The additional tasks can be 
configured for various types of validation 
failures and configured differently for certain 
employees or groups such as trainees. 
Additional validation tasks include 
performing read re-entry, validating meter 
numbers and capturing a photo of the meter 
index showing the read. 

Customer, Meter and  
Asset Management 

Itron Mobile can be used to fulfill regulatory 
requirements for meter inspections, update 
inventory databases and collect other data  
to improve company operations. Work 
orders can be configured to collect survey 
data, record photos and capture GPS 
coordinates for individual assets or only 
certain types of assets such as gas meters.

Photos can be used for a variety of 
purposes such as recording physical 
conditions to assist in repair planning, 
determining location to assist in finding 
the asset at a later date and recording 
meter reads in case the reading is called  
into question. GPS coordinates are used to 
update the utility GIS database which can 
then be used to speed up locating meters 
during meter reading and other field activities. 

The survey features of Itron Mobile provide 
the ability to collect a wide variety of 
information on customers, meters and 
other field assets. The utility configures 
each survey question and response type. 
One or more surveys can be enabled for 
each targeted asset. Surveys can be used 
to fulfill regulatory requirements such  
as atmospheric corrosion inspections, 
forecasting improvements and utility 
operations enhancements.  

Beyond meter reading and data collection, 
Itron Mobile can be used for managing 
basic field service activities such as 
investigations, meter exchanges, 
maintenance, and service disconnect and 
connect. Manual disconnect and connect 
can be performed on any meter. Remote 
disconnect and connect is available for 
electricity, gas and water when using Itron’s 
advanced wireless endpoints and meters.  

Automated Meter Reading 

Itron’s industry leading AMR technology 
enhances accuracy, efficiency and safety. 
The utility can deploy Itron AMR in the 
most cost-effective manner for the utility  
by upgrading only targeted meters, select 
communities or an entire meter population. 
When deployed selectively, Itron Mobile 
allows the company to mix visual meter 
reading and AMR in the same route. The 
employee easily switches between manual 
data entry, walk-by and drive-by operating 
modes. Itron AMR modules can be 
migrated to AMI when the utility is ready, 
making Itron AMR a safe and smart 
investment.  

Itron AMR improves employee safety  
by eliminating exposure to hazardous 
conditions such as dangerous animals, 
plants, insects and site conditions. With  
a 99.999% meter reading accuracy, Itron 
AMR improves customer satisfaction and 
reduces costs by eliminating re-reads. Itron 
AMR further reduces operational costs by 
improving employee efficiency by a factor 
of 10 through speed of collection and  
the elimination of meter access issues, 
commonly resulting in 100% completion rate. 



ITRON RADIOS AND ENDPOINTS

Itron Advanced AMR Radios

Utilities may choose from the portable Itron 
Mobile Radio for walk-by data collection 
or vehicle-mounted MC3 radio for drive-by 
data collection, whichever best fits their 
AMR deployment. Itron AMR radios include 
technology proven in multiple generations 
of mobile products that are compatible 
with the over 100 million Itron ERTs and 
AMR meters in use today using wake-up 
and bubble-up technology. Beyond basic 
meter reading, Itron Advanced AMR 
radios provide full two-way wireless 
communications with Itron’s latest 
generation advanced AMR datalogging 
ERTs and meters, opening the door to 
collecting interval data, time of use, 
remote disconnect and more.   

The Itron Mobile Radio
The Itron Mobile Radio is deployed, with 
walking employees, for communicating with 
meters from the curb by connecting to their 
mobile device of choice using Bluetooth. 
Like your smartphone, the Itron Mobile 
Radio uses an internal antenna, eliminating 
the bulky external antenna used on earlier 
generation radios. This portable radio 
includes an all-day battery while still being 
lightweight and compact to conveniently 
fit in a pocket.

The Itron Mobile Collector 3 Radio
Itron Mobile uses the powerful MC3 radio 
for drive-by AMR operations. Connected to 
a Windows 10 laptop or tablet running the 
Itron Mobile app, the MC3 radio provides 
an unbeatable mobile data collection 
system. With three radios and three 
antennae, the MC3 can receive up to 240 
meter reads simultaneously while driving at 
normal commercial and residential speed 
limits. A single meter reader, using an MC3 
radio, can collect up to 5,000 meter reads 
per day in rural areas and 15,000 or more 
per day in urban areas. Itron Mobile drive-by 
systems provide the lowest cost-to-read of 
any meter reading method available. 

Itron Advanced AMR Endpoints

Since inventing automated meter reading  
in the 1980s, Itron has shipped over 100 
million ERTs and AMR meters. Itron water 
and gas ERTs are compatible with almost 
every water and gas meter available. Itron 
provides basic and advanced AMR in the 
very popular CENTRON electric meter. Itron 
Mobile and Itron advanced AMR ERTs 
and meters provide capabilities typically 
associated with expensive AMI solutions, 
but available at the low cost of mobile AMR. 
During the meter reading process, Itron 
Mobile can collect 40 days of daily or hourly 
usage data that can enhance customer 
service, enable usage studies and improve 
other utility operations.  

Itron water modules can provide access  
to acoustic leak data, allowing the utility  
to find and fix leaks before catastrophic 
events occur. Itron cathodic protection 
modules can automate the data collection 
of this regulatory requirement and allow the 
utility to identify maintenance needs earlier 
than traditional, manual methods. Itron 
Mobile can be used to perform remote 
disconnect and connect on water, gas and 
electric service, therefore greatly improving 
employee safety and optimizing utility field 
operations. 

CONCLUSION

Itron Mobile is the premier mobile data 
collection system that provides flexibility, 
safety, efficiency and connectivity from 
anywhere, all at a very affordable cost. Itron 
Mobile accepts manual data input and is 
capable of collecting customer, meter and 
asset data through advanced AMR radios 
and endpoints using both walk-by and 
drive-by modes. Transform and simplify 
mobile data collection with Itron Mobile.  

Itron Mobile Radio  
(actual size: 3.20" W x 5.66" L x 1.53" H)

Itron MC3 Radio
(actual size: 13" W x 11.25" L x 2.75" H)

Itron MC3 Radio
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